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What do you already 
know about the subject?

A lot?

Hardly  
anything?

Targeted search Use specific databases

Exploratory search

» Subject-oriented 
databases:
cover only one discipline, 
e.g. Hospitality and Tourism 
Complete
» Multidisciplinary: 
cover more than one  
scientific discipline, e.g.  
Elsevier Science Direct

» Bibliographic databases: 
contain only metadata, e.g. 
Eric 
» Full text databases:  
contain full text from 
e-books or e-journals, e.g. 
SpringerLink

» Reference works: 
online dictionaries or  
encyclopedias, e.g. Oxford 
Reference

Try to gather more  
information on the 
subject!

Use a discovery search tool 
 
to simultaneously look through
» different databases
» the library catalogue
» open access sources  

Use Google or Google 
Scholar, Britannica Online, 
Wikipedia and other free 
online sources
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Search tips for databases

Do you want access to an article outside of the library collection? Contact your campus 
library. You might be charged a small fee for this service. 

Publisher embargo: a publisher can decide to make the most recent articles of a journal  
inaccessible for a certain amount of time. Often they will charge you for instant access to them.

Use one search term or combine several 
using AND, OR, NOT 

An asterisk (*) replaces one or more characters 
in a search term. e.g. look for both ‘cosmos’ and 
‘cosmology’ at once by using the search term 
‘cosmo*’

Too few or too many results?
» Try out different search terms.
» Most databases are in English, so use English search terms when possible. 

» OR = expand your search results  
» AND, NOT = limit your search results

More tips & tricks can be found on the intranet for students

Specify where 
to look for the 
search term 
(author, title, ...) 
or leave it as is to 
search all fields

More to be found
on
student.ap.be

You can find this Discovery Search Tool on the library pages:  
https://student.ap.be/en/databases


